Top 10 Axigen Advantages

Email, planner and organizer, sharing and collaboration, all built with great focus on privacy, scalability, and performance.
All inclusive
In short, Axigen covers it all. No need to go through the trouble of stitching together a bunch of third party databases, MTAs, IMAP servers, or security software.

Multi-platform. Really.
We put a lot of effort to make Axigen run on the widest platform range. Choose what fits you—from Windows to many Linux flavors, BSD, or Solaris and feel free to switch anytime.

Next level WebMail
Forget about the webmail apps you’ve used before. Yes, we mean it—just play around with the Axigen WebMail for a day and you might even realize that you don’t need a desktop client. And by the way, we have a lot of customers who already did.

Simply in control
Axigen administrators are happy with our friendly WebAdmin for most of the tasks. Oh, and for those cases when you’ll need advanced tuning or automation, our mixture of command line tools, scripts, and APIs will blow you away.

Awesome tech support
In fact, we encourage you to ask our existing customers. Drop us a note and we’ll send you recent testimonials and even put you in touch with some of our customers to fully convince yourself.

Rapid deployment
We pride ourselves with our ease of setup—for most of our SMB installs, you’ll be up and running in less than 20 minutes, with even the more complex clusters being smooth to deploy and configure.

Productivity...
Encourage your users to be more productive by using our built-in support for calendars, tasks, notes, and contacts. All fully integrated with their email.

...and collaboration
Improve collaboration with availability status, sharing and opening other users’ shared folders, sending emails on someone’s behalf, or our common address books.

Go mobile
Stay connected 24x7, as your data will also reach your mobile phone or tablet instantly—be it via push email, calendar or contacts sync, you’ll always be up to speed.

We speak your language
Our WebMail currently speaks 28 languages. If yours doesn’t happen to be among them, our online translation tool will easily make this happen.

Slick migration
Fully automatic—you don’t even need the legacy account passwords. All we require is the legacy solution to be IMAP capable.

Peace of mind
Axigen includes premium antivirus and anti-spam filtering, so that your users will enjoy a clean and safe inbox, every day.

Oh well, we tried to stick to 10…